LBSC 708X/INFM 718X: Seminar on E-Discovery
Spring 2009, Mondays, 6:00-8:45 PM
3 Credit Hours
Short Description:
Information retrieval concepts in the applied context of litigation, investigations and
review of electronically stored information for public release. Discussion of legal
requirements, professional standards, best practices, technical capabilities for automated
support, evaluation, and risk management. Intended for students interested in legal,
corporate or institutional settings involving provision of responsive controlled access to
large collections of electronic records.
Faculty:
Jason R. Baron, Esq.., iSchool (Adjunct Professor), National Archives and Records
Administration (Director of Litigation), The Sedona Conference® Working Group on
Electronic Records (Steering Committee); Text Retrieval Conference (Legal Track
Coordinator), jason.baron@nara.gov
Douglas W. Oard, Ph.D., iSchool (Associate Dean for Research), University of Maryland
Institute for Advance Computer Studies, Text Retrieval Conference (Legal Track
Coordinator), oard@umd.edu
Students:
The course is designed for students in the MLS program with interests in archives,
records management, e-government, information access, information technology, for
students in the MIM program with interests in the intersection between information
management and legal and regulatory requirements, and Ph.D. students who are
interested in the substantial number of open research questions in this field.
Prerequisites:
Those standard for any 700-level course (briefly: for MLS and MIM students, completion
of, or simultaneous registration for, all core courses; or permission of the instructor).
Relationship with other courses:
This course interleaves with the content of LBSC 682 (Management of Electronic
Records). Essentially, LBSC 708X/INFM 718X picks up where that course leaves off.
Our starting point is that there exist some records, perhaps well-managed, perhaps not,
and we now need to provide access to those records. There is considerable synergy with
LBSC 781 (Access Techniques and Systems for Archives). We focus on evidentiary uses
of archival (and other) materials in a legal context, (mostly) on born-digital materials, and
on making do as best we can with the records in the state that we find them. LBSC 781
includes a broader range of materials, users, and uses (notably, scholarly access), and a
focus on the arrangement and description issues that are important for best supporting
future access. There is little content overlap at all with LBSC 764 (Access to Legal
Information), although students with an interest in the law might find both courses to be
of interest. LBSC 764 focuses on providing access to legislation, regulation, and case

law. By contrast, we focus on access to digital evidence as required in various legal and
regulatory contexts.
Background:
Civil litigation increasingly involves requests on the part of one or both opposing parties
in a lawsuit for responsive documents from vast corporate or institutional storehouses of
electronically stored information (ESI). I-school graduates in institutional settings (e.g.,
corporate or government) may well be asked to take a leading role in providing access to
ESI for the purpose of responding to legal and investigatory demands, or (in government)
in response to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Searching enormous
collections of sensitive information (e.g., email, word processing, dynamic databases,
instant messaging, or intranet wikis) from a combination of operational information
systems (e.g., networks, personal hard drives, and PDAs), records management systems,
and materials produced originally for disaster recovery rather than to support future
access poses challenges that the legal informatics profession is just beginning to grapple
with.
Goals:
• Understand the legal frameworks by which access to sensitive information is
managed in civil discovery, regulatory and legislative investigations, and FOIA
requests in the USA and in comparable settings in some other parts of the world.
• Develop an analytical framework for e-discovery and related problems that
integrates organizational, technical, legal, and procedural perspectives.
• Explore current issues in e-discovery.
Tentative List of Topics:
• The role of electronic evidence in American society
• Evidence and RM: The digital document life cycle in institutional settings
• Litigation: civil discovery; regulatory and congressional investigations
• Technical framework: support for search and sensemaking
• Case study: Email e-discovery in US vs. Philip Morris et al.
• Email archiving and other forms of electronic evidence management systems
• Special topic: Digital management of born-on-paper records
• Special topics: E-FOIA and the Armstrong case
• Special topics: Databases, transaction records, and usage logs
• Special topics: Computer forensics and communications law
• Risk management
• Structure of the professions (records management, evidence management, law)
• International perspectives (EU, Japan, China)

Learning Methods:
• A typical class session will have the following structure:
 Introductory presentation (~45 minutes)
 Response by a designated respondent (~15 minutes)
 Discussion based on presentation (~15 minutes)
 In-class exercise (~45 minutes)
 Synthesis discussion (~30 minutes)
• The introductory presentation will normally be given by one of the instructors or
by a guest speaker, as appropriate to the topic. We will adjust the schedule to
accommodate the availability of guest speakers with (for example) experience as:
o Judge and/or magistrate
o Legal practitioner
o Government official
o Expert on information retrieval
• The response will be presented by an instructor during the first few weeks, and by
a student in subsequent weeks.
• Initial in-class exercises will be instructor-designed and instructor-led, usually in
small groups. Some in-class exercises later in the semester will be studentdesigned and student-led (with advance planning support from an instructor).
Students will normally work in teams of 2 or 3 for this task.
• Weekly preparation will include at least one assigned reading related to the
introductory presentation and a requirement to find and read background materials
on at least on real-world event or issue related to that week’s topic (e.g., for week
3, some students might choose to read about the release of 3,000 Justice
department emails for the congressional investigation of the US Attorney firings).
Some topics will be suggested for each week (which students may go beyond),
but each student will be expected to identify their own sources.
• Four homework exercises are planned:
 Inventory your personal electronic “records”
 Complete a modified version of the TREC legal track interactive task
 Select an electronic evidence management system for a hypothetical case
 Prepare an actual E-FOIA request for records of personal interest to you
• A term paper on some aspect of e-discovery will be required.
Grading:
The grading strategy has been selected to maximize the incentive for individual
engagement with aspects of the topic that are of greatest interest to each student.
•
•
•
•

Homework: 40% (10% each)
In-class leadership (as discussant or as in-class exercise leader): 10%
Other contributions (in class, on the email list, as a Blog or Wiki): 10%
Term paper: 40%

Readings:
The reading list is not yet finalized, but this list is representative of the types of readings
that we expect students to select from. Case law, professional practice and technical
capabilities are evolving rapidly, so this list will be updated prior to the start of the
semester and as we go along.
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